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Allura® 
W60150 Brown Raw Timber, W60151 White Raw Timber, 
W60163 White Reclaimed Wood & W60003 Light Maple 

tile size 100 x 15 cm & 120 x 20 cm 

creating better environments

Authentic. Expressive. Contemporary. 
Along with proven performance and sustainability credentials, Forbo’s Allura 
luxury vinyl tile collection presents realistic natural and abstract designs which can 
be combined with other complementary finishes such as Forbo’s Tessera carpet tiles.

Transform your space with Allura luxury vinyl tiles   
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/transform

The distinctive elegance of the 
Screw table lamp makes it one of 
the signature fi ttings from Chelsom’s 
latest collection, a true statement piece 
ideal for public areas and prestigious 
guestrooms. 

Understated in terms of its design, 
the beauty of the lamp comes from the 
handmade ceramic corkscrew-shaped 
base, as inspired by the current trend 
of working geometric shapes into 

product design. The uniqueness of 
the piece is further emphasised by the 
specialised bronze metallic lustre glaze 
hand applied for each individual fi tting.

Screw is offered in two standard glaze 
fi nishes, including high gloss Bronze 
metallic and gloss White, although a 
wide number of special glaze fi nishes 
can be made to order on request.
T 01253 831401
W chelsom.co.uk

 Screw table lamp
Chelsom

RAK Ceramics has launched its new 
Harmony bathroom range. Harmony 
offers a luxurious, Italian-designed 
range of sanitary ware and basins, 
complemented with stylish matching 
furniture. All of the products share 
a simplistic but striking look; the 
curved lines of the sanitary ware and 
the furniture’s sleek design features 
– including push/release drawers 
and ambient lighting – work in total 
‘harmony,’ providing an attractive 
bathroom design at an affordable 
price. 

Harmony sanitary ware options 
include full back-to-wall, close 
coupled and wall hung designs. All 
WC’s are complemented by the new 
RAK concealed hanging frame in 

6/3ltr or 4.5/3ltre. Matching basins 
are offered in half moon designs 
with full and half pedestals – and 
counter top formats in 600, 900 and 
1200mm – which sit on the matching 
Harmony furniture. There are also 
three over-counter washbasins, in 
oval, rectangle and circular designs, 
and a new range of Harmony taps.  

The matching white furniture has 
high gloss painted drawer fronts 
with complementary wood fi nish 
side panels. 

Built-in ambient strip lighting 
creates subtle night-time illumination 
and a beautiful fi nishing touch to the 
chic collection.
T 01730 237850
W rakceramics.co.uk 

Harmony bathroom range
RAK Ceramics

Imagine a design concept that breaks 
new boundaries when it comes to the 
interpretation of natural materials – a step 
away from the norm, but one that is still 
effectively translated into a fully functional 
decoration. With its in-house design 
expertise and advances in European 
manufacturing, Forbo Flooring Systems 
has artfully transformed this paradox into 
a highly desirable, yet practical luxury vinyl 
tile collection offering Allura Premium.

The ultimate complement to a 
design concept, Allura Premium is a 
highly-considered development of six 
sophisticated designs drawing upon 
emerging market trends and specifi c 
sector demands. Completely inspired by 
nature, the expression of materials and 
the marrying of function and form has 

produced an altogether original collection, 
complete with its very own identity.

Forbo’s vision of creating better 
environments is certainly prevalent in the 
Allura collection. 

Sustainable as it is stylish, every 
product in the collection is produced 
in Europe using 100% electricity from 
renewable sources, with each component 
meeting REACH compliance.

Allura now contains up to 30% of 
controlled recycled waste in its backing 
layer and thanks to the introduction 
of new technology, such as ultrasonic 
cutting directly from the roll, Forbo has 
reduced trim waste to less than 5% – 
signifi cantly less than traditional press 
cutting methods.
W forbo.com

 Allura Premium
Forbo Flooring Systems
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